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between AgNO3 and L (L 5 ethanediyl bis(isonicotinate) as a function of
solvent
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The influence of the solubility of AgNO3 in three solvent systems is studied for the reaction

between AgNO3 and the ligand L (5 ethanediyl bis(isonicotinate)). Three solid state structures are

obtained, differing in the relative ratio Ag : L in the first case, and in polymorphism in the second.

The Ag–O(NO3
2) distance correlates strongly with the solubility of AgNO3 in the used solvent.

Solution studies prove indeed the existence of close ion contact pairs in the less good solvents,

where as ion solvation is observed in good solvents for AgNO3. The three different structures are

compared to two solvated structures in which H2O demonstrates coordination to the nitrate anion

via H-bonding.

Introduction

During the last fifteen years the number of publications

concerning coordination polymer networks has dramatically

increased from 100 articles per year to 1000 in 2004 as shown

in recent reviews on the subject.1–3 The numerous literature

contributions in the field of coordination polymers are due to

several points: (i) incorporating metal ions in supramolecular

networks permits the control of the metal atom positions in the

materials, giving them some desired properties. The types of

metal ions and distances between them can be chosen so that

stable functional solid materials can be tuned; (ii) the variety of

‘‘nodes and linkers’’ offers to the chemists infinite possibilities

for building new species with intriguing properties, architec-

tures and topologies.4–7 Moreover, the studies of crystals

become much easier thanks to the technological improvements

in the field of X-ray measurements and computational

resolution techniques.

A large amount of coordination polymer networks involve

bipyridyl (N-donors) ligands. They include pyrazine8–10 and

its derivatives,11–14 4,49-bipyridine15–22 and longer bridged

bipyridyl ligands23–41 as linkers with a large diversity of the

metal centers as nodes. The coordination polymers derived

from AgI with N-donor ligands are well-known for making

simple 1-D motifs when the metal ion reacts with a bipyridine-

type ligand.42,43 AgI prefers mostly a linear geometry with

respect to the coordination of N-donor ligands in these

cases. Nevertheless, as the coordination sphere of AgI is very

flexible,15,21,32,38,45–53 it can adopt coordination numbers

between two and six, the geometry changing from linear to

octahedral. The coordination geometries of AgI are often

distorted owing to the inherent lack of ligand field stabilization

effects. This flexibility of the AgI ion is used to investigate

the role played by the weak interactions during the crystal

formation. The lability of the silver-donor atom bonds

allows furthermore building complexes, so that the process

of coordination polymer formation is reversible.

All building blocks included in one coordination polymer

have particular interactions with the solvents, according to

their polarity, hydrophilic/hydrophobic groups, etc…. The

solvent can have a role as coordinating molecules54 or template

molecules.55 It is assumed that the differences in size and shape

of the used solvents affect the self-assembly and result in the

formation of different 2-D frameworks.55

The work on coordination polymers in our group follows

the synthesis of homo- and mixed compounds of group 1 and 2

metals with the aim to synthesise new precursors for CVD and

sol-gel techniques used for oxide materials.56–65 In order to

obtain better performing and single source precursors, mixed

metal compounds containing transition metal, as well as group

1 and 2 metal ions began to be investigated. The formation of

coordination polymers is thus an efficient way to get a good

distribution of the metals within the materials.

With regard to the field of coordination polymers formed

with group 11 elements, the ligand ethanediyl bis(isonicoti-

nate), L, was chosen66,67 because it (i) is flexible (structurally

adaptative), (ii) contains different functional groups allowing

coordination of two different metal ions, and (iii) can be

prepared easily, which makes potential applications possible. L

can adopt two main conformations, gauche or anti, due to the

free rotation around the ethyl group C–C bond. Obviously,

different conformations of the ligand in the coordination

polymers can drastically change the resulting framework

architecture. Several ligands with the same flexibility have

already been used.50,68,69 In most cases, only one conformation
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per framework is observed. As we have already reported on

pseudo-polymorphism of L with CuCl and AgNO3, we here

wish to report the effect of solubility on the formation of

coordination polymer networks of L with AgNO3.

Results and discussion

Crystals of {[Ag2(NO3)2(L)]}n, 1, grow in a ‘‘H-shaped’’ tube

(Scheme 1). With the proportion L : Ag 5 1 : 1, L dissolved in

THF and silver nitrate in ethanol, are put each in one arm of

the tube, the solutions are frozen by immersion of the tube in

liquid nitrogen and finally the diffusion solvent (THF) is

added. The slow diffusion can take place in order to yield

high quality crystals of 1 at the interface EtOH/THF.

Unfortunately, the yield is not high and only few crystals

grow in each batch. The results of performed reactions in

order to get more of 1 in higher quantity are resumed in

Table 1. Only the first two reactions gave 1, but always in very

low yield.

Compound 1 crystallizes in the monoclinic space group C2/c

(no.15).70 There are eight asymmetric units consisting of one

silver atom, one nitrate anion and half of a ligand molecule in

each unit cell (Fig. 1).

There are thus two silver atoms for one ligand molecule.

Each silver atom is coordinated with one ligand molecule, and

the distance Ag–N is with 2.226(7) Å in the same range than in

comparable silver coordination compounds.10,36,42,43,67 It is

also linked to two oxygen atoms of two different nitrate

anions, O3 and O4, the distances Ag–O are 2.354(5) and

2.390(7) Å long. (Table 2) This corresponds to short

Ag–O(NO3) distances showing a strong coordination bond

between cation and anions (Fig. 2b). These Ag–O distances

belong to the shortest ones known in the literature.54,71,72 The

Ag–O(NO3) distances are usually found from 2.3 to 2.6 Å, as

the nitrate anion is a moderate good coordinating counter

anion.42,43 The nitrate anions of 1 act as bridging ligands

between two silver cations, two oxygen atoms of each anion

bridging two adjacent metal ions. This leaves the third oxygen

atom, O5, uncoordinated within this chain.

The angle sum around the silver cation arises to ca. 358u,
showing the quasi-trigonal planar arrangement of closest

ligands around the metal ion. Ligand molecules, silver atoms

and nitrate anions are organized so that a neutral 2-D motif

appears. This motif is called ‘‘fishbone’’-like layer (Fig. 2a). It

is evident from Fig. 2 that the motif is constituted by AgNO3-

chains (in the c direction), which are linked through the ligand

molecules. The ligand molecules are running in symmetric

directions on both sides of the silver nitrate chain, explaining

the ‘‘fishbone’’ name.

The conformation of the ligand is anti as in the free ligand.66

The pyridine planes within a ligand molecule are parallel as

there is an inversion center in the middle of the C7–C7#1 bond,

the two planes being separated by 0.46(5) Å. The plane

containing the pyridine ring and the plane containing the

adjacent ester group form an angle of 10.1(8)u to each other.

One hydrogen bond is found between the oxygen atom O1 and

the hydrogen atom H7B within a ligand molecule (Table 3).

This intra-ligand hydrogen bond can appear as the ligand is

highly distorted with a O2–C7–C7#1 angle of 77(3)u (Fig. 3).

The position of O2 is disordered: this atom position is

disordered and was split into two positions with 50%

occupancy, O2A and O2B in the crystallographic data. In

spite of this distortion, the distance Ag–Ag is 17.76 Å long,

corresponding to the same Ag–Ag distance observed in other

coordination polymers with the anti-conformation of L.66,67

The distortion is compensated by ca. 0.04 Å longer O–C bonds

compared to these literature compounds.

Some other weak interactions can be observed within the

layer (Fig. 4, Table 3): (i) hydrogen bonds are observed

between two parallel ligand molecules (highlighted in yellow in

Scheme 1 ‘‘H-shaped’’ tube.

Table 1 Experiments and products of reaction L + AgNO3 (1:1) with ethanol

Ligand AgNO3 Experiment Diffusion solvent Product Concentration/mol L21

THF EtOH ‘‘H-shaped’’ tube THF 1 3.1023

THF EtOH ‘‘H-shaped’’ tube THF 1 1,5.1023

THF EtOH ‘‘H-shaped’’ tube THF ‘‘{AgLNO3}’’ 6.1023

EtOH EtOH ‘‘H-shaped’’ tube EtOH {[Ag(L)](NO3)}n
58 3.1023

EtOH H2O ‘‘H-shaped’’ tube EtOH {[Ag(L)](NO3)(H2O)2}n
58 3.1023

Fig. 1 Asymmetric unit of 1.

Table 2 Most important bond lengths (Å) and angles (u) in 1

Ag–N 2.226(7) O–Ag–N 138.2(3), 135.3(2)
Ag–O(O2N) 2.354(5), 2.390(7) O–Ag–O 84.6(2)

2.72(1)
C–N 1.334(8), 1.35(1) C–N–C 118.6(6)
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Fig. 4), and (ii) the nitrate anions are involved in hydrogen

bonding to the surrounding pyridyl hydrogen atoms, ranging

from 2.46 to 2.89 Å (highlighted in blue in Fig. 4).

The so formed layers are stacked parallel to each other to

form the overall 3-D structure (Fig. 5a). The layers are rather

flat; however, the silver atoms don’t exactly lie in the mean

plane of the layers. If one considers the three atoms around

one silver atom (N1, O3 and O4), the sum of the three angles

(O3–Ag–N1, N1–Ag–O4, O4–Ag–O3) is smaller than 360u
(358u) indicating a weak deformation from the trigonal planar

coordination sphere of the silver atom. Indeed the silver

atoms are coordinated perpendicular to the layer plane by the

O5-atom of a nitrate anion of the next sheet, at a distance of

2.72(1) Å. This distance Ag–O5 is much longer than Ag–O3

and Ag–O4 but is in the range of those of weak coordinating

nitrate anions.

Furthermore, there is a weak metal–ring interaction on the

other side of the silver atom (Fig. 5b, Table 4). Whereas the

literature reports mainly g2-interactions between aromatic

rings and silver ions, we observe a distorted g3-binding

between pyridine and Ag+. The strongest contacts are found

between Ag and C5 with 3.39(1) Å, the distances Ag–C4 and

Fig. 2 (a) The two-dimensional ‘fishbone’ motif in 1; (b) detail around the silver atoms.

Table 3 Hydrogen bond data for 1 [lengths (Å) and angles (u)]

D–H…A D(D–H) d(H…A) d(D…A) Angle D–H…A

Intra-ligand
C7–H7B…O1#1 0.97 2.37 2.98(3) 120.6
Intra-sheet hydrogen bonding interactions
C2–H2…O1#2 0.93 2.38 3.27(1) 161.2
C3–H3…O3#3 0.93 2.49 3.29(1) 143.7
C3–H3…O4#3 0.93 2.46 3.167(9) 132.9
C4–H4…O4#3 0.93 2.89 3.37(1) 113.0
C1–H1…O5 0.93 2.80 3.55(1) 137.8
a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms:
#1 2x, 2y 2 1, 2z; #2 2x, 2y, 2z; #3 2x + 1/2, y21/2, 2z + 3/2.

Fig. 3 Top view of the ligand in 1 with the distortion.
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Ag–C2 being 3.56(1) and 3.59(1) Å, respectively (Fig. 5b).73–77

The remaining distances Ag–ring are longer than 3.85 Å. No

other interactions are found between two adjacent layers

except these interactions involving the silver atoms.

The arrangement of the main structure made of …–Ag–

NO3–Ag–NO3–… chains, is probably due to the poor

solubility of AgNO3 in ethanol, which is unable to dissolve

the silver nitrate contacts completely. This can be confirmed

experimentally by two methods, solution IR and ES-MS, both

of which show that NO3
2 exists associated to the silver cations

in solution and the gas phase. Indeed, the IR-bands at 1327

and 1412 cm21 can be attributed to coordinating anion.78 The

fragments observed in ES-MS at 431.9 m/z confirm the

presence of species of the type [Ag2(NO3)2(EtOH)2]
+.

To our knowledge, this is the first example of 2-D

neutral silver coordination polymer, with a trigonal planar

coordination of silver {AgO2N} and this motif. Some

[–Ag–(NO3)–]n are found in the compound {[Ag(1,4-

bis(phenylthio)butane)(NO3)]}n,
54 in which the AgI center is

tetrahedrally coordinated to two S atoms from the ligand and

two O atoms from nitrate anions. The structure may be

described as [–Ag–(NO3)–]n linked via the ligands as in 1, but

with a different coordination environment for the silver ion

and longer silver-nitrate distances (2.452(6) and 2.557(6) Å).

The synthesis of silver coordination polymers using silver

nitrate and L was also performed in acetonitrile. The solutions

of L and silver nitrate, each dissolved in acetonitrile, are

mixed, stirred and then left at room temperature (C 5 5 6
1023 mol L21). Self-assembly between silver ions and L occurs

in darkness giving colourless single crystals of {[Ag(L)]NO3}n,

2, suitable for X-ray diffraction. The quantity of crystals was

not sufficient to perform other analyses on this sample.

However the reaction of L and AgNO3 in dichloromethane

gives a white polycrystalline precipitate. Its powder X-ray

spectrum was compared to the calculated one (from single

crystal data) showing that the precipitate is isostructural and

thus identical with 2. This precipitate was therefore used for

the further characterizations.

Compound 2 crystallizes in the triclinic space group P1̄

(no.2).70 The asymmetric unit is composed of one ligand

molecule, one silver atom and one nitrate anion (Fig. 6) and

there are two of such moieties in the unit cell. The most

important bond lengths and angles are listed in Table 5.

In this case, the silver atoms are coordinated by two

different ligands through their nitrogen atoms. The ligand

molecules thus act as connectors between the silver atoms,

the final motif being a charged one-dimensional, also called

polyelectrolyte chain (Fig. 7). The distances Ag–N are 2.183(4)

Fig. 4 Intra-sheet interactions in 1: hydrogen bonds between ligand

molecules in yellow and hydrogen bonds involving the nitrate counter

anions in blue.

Fig. 5 (a) Three-dimensional structure of 1 in the direction (11 0 10); (b) coordination environment around silver atoms in 1.

Table 4 Ag…pyridine ring interactions lengths (Å) and angles (u) in 1.

dM–R
b pdM–R

c bd

Ring (N1, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5) …Ag1#1 a 3.472 3.357 14.77
a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: #1
x, 2y, z + 1/2. b dM–R, distance metal-geometrical center of the ring.
c pdM–R, perpendicular distance of the metal on the ring. d b, shift
angle.
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and 2.189(4) Å long, and the N–Ag–N angle is with 169.8(2)u
quite deviated from linear.

The linearity in the chain is due to the anti-conformation

adopted by the ligand molecules. The ligand molecules

alternating with the silver atoms have all the same direction

and are oriented in the same direction ‘‘up-to-down’’ (Fig. 7).

The distance Ag–Ag within the chain is thus 17.66 Å long as in

1 and similar compounds where the same ligand is in anti

conformation.66,67 The coordination sphere of the silver atoms

is completed by interactions with the nitrate anions. All three

nitrate oxygen atoms, O5, O6 and O7, are linked to silver

atoms, so that the nitrate anions act as linkers in-between the

chains (Fig. 8). The silver–oxygen distances range from

2.599(5) to 3.122(4) Å. These distances in 2 are by 0.25 Å

longer on average than in 1 and smaller than in other

comparable compounds.10,36,42,43,67 The N–Ag–N deviation

from linearity is due to the strong Ag1–O5 interactions

(2.599(5) Å). Hydrogen bonds (C8–H8B…O1) allow the

alignment of the chains and thus the formation of an overall

neutral layer. The shortest distance between the silver atoms in

the layer is 6.159(1) Å.

As shown on Fig. 9a, the chains are ordered in the direction

(212 10 22) with a slight inclination of the molecular mean

plane compared to this direction, the counter anions lying only

on one side of the chains. Indeed the coordination of the

nitrate molecules is not distributed homogeneously around the

silver atoms but they are found only on one side (Fig. 9b). In

the 3-D structure of 2, the layers stack parallel and alternate

their orientations: the nitrate anions are pointing in one

direction, and in the next layer they are pointing in the

opposite one (Fig. 9c).

Two types of inter-sheet areas are thus created: in the first

one the anions are embedded, and in the next one the chains

are simply parallel to each other, as described in Fig. 10b.

As there are two types of inter-sheets, there are various

complementary interactions between the layers (Fig. 10a). In

the ‘‘empty’’ inter-sheets, the layers interact via p-stacking

(Table 6) between the rings N1, C1…C5 and N2, C10…C14

with a center-to-center distance of 3.82 Å and an offset of

1.5 Å. The silver–silver distances are 4.017(2) Å long and are

not the shortest contact between two chains. Pairs of chains

similar to literature compounds appear (see below),67 but in

contrast to the latter, the counter ion role is different, there are

no short Ag–Ag contacts, and only the p-stacking remains.

The much shorter Ag–Ag distances of the literature com-

pounds must apparently be supported by the nitrate anions,

which is not the case here.

The overall arrangement is strengthened with hydrogen

bonds between the ligand molecules of two close layers, and

between the nitrate anions and neighboring ligand molecules

Fig. 6 Asymmetric unit in 2.

Table 5 Most important bond lengths (Å) and angles (u) in 2

Ag–Ag 4.017(2)
Ag–N 2.183(4), 2.189(4) N–Ag–N 169.8(2)
Ag–O(O2NO) 2.599(5), 2.703(7)

3.044(4), 3.122(4)
C–N 1.342(5), 1.343(7) C–N–C 117.5(4)

1.352(6), 1.347(5) 116.6(4)

Fig. 8 Alignment of the chains in 2 with the nitrate as linkers and the hydrogen bond region highlighted in yellow.

Fig. 7 The linear motif in 2.
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(Fig. 10a). These interactions take place in the two kinds of

inter-sheet layers (Table 7).

Coordination polymer synthesis based on L and AgNO3 and

crystallization were also attempted from a THF/water mixture.

Compound 3 is obtained purely by crystallisation from an

L/AgNO3 mixture in THF/water after slow evaporation of

the solution. Elementary analysis for 3 shows a composition:

Ag : NO3 : L of 1 : 1 : 1, as for 2. {[Ag(L)]NO3}n, 3, crystallizes

in the monoclinic space group P21/n (no.14).67 There are four

asymmetric units per unit cell, made of one ligand molecule,

one silver atom and one nitrate anion (Fig. 11). The pyridine

rings coordinate to the silver ions creating a 1-D motif: a chain

with alternating silver ions and ligand molecules –Ag–L–Ag–

L–, the silver atoms being coordinated by two nitrogen atoms

of two different ligand molecules (Fig. 12). This compound has

been described previously in another context together with

two pseudo-polymorphs of 3, {[Ag(L)](NO3)(H2O)}n, 4, and

Fig. 9 (a) Organisation of the chains and the nitrate anions within a layer; (b) coordination of silver; (c) stacking of the layers in the structure of 2.

Fig. 10 (a) 3-D structure of 2 with the inter-sheets interactions (red arrows: p-stacking in the empty inter-sheets; dashed lines: hydrogen bonds

between ligands; full lines: hydrogen bonding involving the nitrate anions). (b) View of the stacked layers in 2.

Table 6 Ring interactions lengths (Å) and angles (u) in 2.

p–p interactions dR–R
b pdR–R

c bd ae

Ring (N1, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5) …Ring (N2, C10, C11, C12, C13, C14)#1 a 3.82 3.49 24.0 2.1
a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: #1 2x + 2, 2y + 1, 2z + 1. b dR–R, distance between the two geometrical
centers of the rings. c pdR–R, perpendicular distance of the geometrical center of one ring on the other. d b, shift angle. e a, inclination angle
between the two rings.

Table 7 Hydrogen bond data for 2 [lengths (Å) and angles (u)]

D–H…A d(D–H) d(H…A) d(D…A) Angle D–H…A

Inter-chains interactions
C8–H8B…O1#1 0.97 2.64 3.580(7) 163.4
Intra-sheets hydrogen interactions
C11–H11…O1#2 0.93 2.79 3.648(7) 153.2
C13–H13…O3#3 0.93 2.63 3.195(7) 119.3
C14–H14…O4#3 0.93 2.85 3.316(6) 112.3
C7–H7A…O4#4 0.97 2.50 3.436(7) 161.9
Hydrogen bonds involving nitrate anions
C1–H1…O7#4 0.93 2.65 3.403(7) 138.9
C12–H12…O7#4 0.93 2.58 3.309(8) 135.3
C1–H1…O7#5 0.93 2.80 3.38(1) 121.3
C4–H4…O6#3 0.93 2.53 3.390(8) 154.7
C8–H8A…O6#3 0.97 2.83 3.494(7) 126.5
C14–H14…O5 0.93 2.65 3.308(9) 128.3
a Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: #1
x + 1, y, z; #2 2x, 2y + 2, 2z + 2; #3 2x + 2, 2y + 1, z + 1; #4
x 2 1, y, z; #5 2x + 1, 2y + 2, 2z + 2.
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{[Ag(L)](NO3)(H2O)2}n, 5.67 Due to the relevance of these

structures in the discussion here, their main structural

features will briefly be highlighted in the following (Table 8,

Fig. 11–16).

The conformation of the ligand within the coordination

polymer of 3 is the anti one, the same as in the crystalline

ligand alone66 and as in compounds 1 and 2. In contrast to 2,

the chains of 3 have an undulating form because the direction

of the ligand molecules changes after each silver cation, going

alternatingly ‘‘up-to-down’’ and then ‘‘down-to-up’’ as shown

in Fig. 12.

The Ag–N distances of 3 are 2.232(2) and 2.239(2) Å long

and the angle N–Ag–N is 170.25(9)u. This non-180u angle at

the silver cation is due to the asymmetric coordination of the

nitrate anion. Each nitrate anion is connected with two silver

atoms and each silver atom with two nitrate anions (Fig. 13b):

the nitrate anions act as bidentate linkers between the

silvers atoms, perpendicular to the chain propagation direction
…–Ag–L–Ag–L–… (Fig. 13a). Each silver ion reaches thus a

coordination number of five: the two nitrogen atoms occupy

the axial positions of the distorted trigonal bipyramid, whereas

three nitrate oxygen atoms occupy the equatorial ones. One

of the nitrate anions is coordinated to the silver in an

anisobidentate way with Ag–O distances of 2.669(2) and

Fig. 11 Asymmetric unit in 3 (colour codes given for all following

figures).

Fig. 12 Chain motif in 3.

Table 8 Most important bond lengths (Å) and angles (u) in 3, 4, and 5.

3
Ag–N 2.232(2), 2.239(2) N–Ag–N 170.25(9)
Ag–O(O2NO) 2.669(2), 2.724(2) O–Ag–O 47.05(6)

2.800 (3) 149.70(7), 103.32(6)
C–N 1.337(3), 1.343(4) C–N–C 117.7(2)

1.340(3), 1.335(4) 117.7(2)
4
Ag–Ag 3.136(1)
Ag–N 2.171(4), 2.189(4) N–Ag–N 161.1(2)
Ag–O(O2NO) 2.671(8), 2.874(5)
C–N 1.357(6), 1.359(6) C–N–C 117.1(4)

1.350(6), 1.332(7) 117.2(4)
O(H2)–O(H2) 2.77(1), 2.81(1)
O(H2)–O(O2NO) 3.329(9), 3.243(9)
5
Ag–Ag 3.4079(6)
Ag–N 2.150(2), 2.154(2) N–Ag–N 173.2(8)
Ag–O(O2NO) 2.704(2), 2.892(2)
C–N 1.343(3), 1.347(3) C–N–C 117.7(2)

1.345(3), 1.350(3) 118.1(2)
O(H2)–O(H2) 2.761(3), 2.779(4)
O(H2)–O(O2NO) 2.827(3), 3.196(3)

2.974(3), 3.503(3)

Fig. 13 (a) The nitrate anions act as linkers between the chains in 3; other interactions between two chains in 3 (C–H…p: red arrow; H-bonds:

yellow); (b) coordination sphere of the silver atom in 3.
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2.724(2) Å and the other nitrate anion is coordinated to the

same silver atom in a monodentate way with silver–oxygen

distances of 2.800(3) Å. The longer Ag–O distances in 3 as

compared to 1 and 2 indicate a weaker coordinating effect. The

delocalized charge allows generally a bridging or chelating

action of the nitrate anion. The interaction Ag–O in 3 is

however strong enough to deform the N–Ag–N angle (170.2u)
to the side of the bidentate coordination (Fig. 13b).

Another coordination polymer based on silver nitrate

and the rigid ligand 1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethane (bpe) affords a

similar sheet with bridging nitrate between the linear chains.

However the coordination geometry of the AgI nodes is

slightly different with a {AgN2O2} unit instead of a {AgN2O3}

silver coordination sphere in 3.35

Weak interactions between the close packed chains appear.

(i) Hydrogen bonding occurs between the –CLO groups of one

Fig. 14 (a) The silver environment in 4; (b) leading to the formation of a pair of chains (hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity).

Fig. 15 The chain motif in 5.

Fig. 16 Organisation of the chains in 5 with the fourth-coordinated silver atoms and the nitrate bridging anions.
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chain and the CH2 moieties of the parallel ones with H…O

contacts of 2.57 and 2.75 Å. (ii) The two closest pyridine rings

seem to be tilted in order to generate C–H…p interactions,

also called ‘‘face-to-edge’’ interactions.79 They occur between

the tilted pyridine ring and the H1 atom of the next of pyridine

group at 3.33 Å, offset by 0.47 Å. This interaction explains the

bending within the ligand molecules: the pyridine planes are

tilted with an angle of 50.25(7)u, and the planes containing the

pyridine group and those of the corresponding ester function

form angles of 16.5(3) and 20.9(2)u. The chains have thus a

‘‘bow-shaped’’ form if regarded along the propagation

direction and the so-made sheets are not flat but undulating.

Additionally to the already described interactions between the

chains, other interactions complete the overall structure. (i)

Hydrogen bonding occurs between close ligand molecules

(C11–H1…O4 and C12–H12…O4) and between the nitrate

anions and pyridine hydrogen atoms or ethyl hydrogen atoms.

(ii) weak p-stacking of rings at a distance of 3.62 Å and offset

by 1.61 Å is also observed. The closest distances between to

silver atoms are 8.02(3) Å, so that no silver–silver contacts can

be discussed.

Compound 4, {[Ag(L)](NO3)(H2O)}n, has an asymmetric

unit formed of one silver atom, one ligand molecule, one

nitrate counter anion and one water molecule. As before, the

silver cation is coordinated by two different ligands through

their nitrogen atoms leading to a 1-D chain. In contrast to 1, 2,

and 3, the ligand adopts the gauche-conformation with a

torsion angle between its two pyridine planes of 81.8(1)u giving
to the strand an undulating zig-zag structure. The distance

between two silver atoms within a chain is 13.974(4) Å long,

and thus shorter as in 1, 2 and 3 in accordance with the strong

bending of the ligand. It is however longer than in a

comparable copper compound (9.167(7) Å), which presents

the same ligand conformation, but with a more important

bending of L.66 The distances Ag–N in 4 are shorter than in the

chains of 3. Also, the N–Ag–N angle is smaller than in 3. These

differences are due to the different environment around the

silver ions in the two structures. Indeed the coordination

number of the silver cation in 4 is four with two nitrogen

atoms and two oxygen atoms of the nitrate anions.

Furthermore Ag–Ag interactions are observed at a distance

of 3.136(1) Å (Fig. 14b). These contacts are the shortest

distances between the two close chains which stack almost

perfectly parallel giving pairs of chains. The arrangement in

pairs is possible because the nitrate anions act as bridging

linkers between the chains capping the silver–silver contacts

(Fig. 14a). The distances Ag–O are longer than in 3 (on

average, by 0.04 Å) indicating a weaker coordination to the

metal ions. Another difference with 3 is that the third oxygen

atom O7 of the nitrate anion is not involved in coordination

bonding to another silver atom, but in H-bonding to the water

molecule present in the structure.

Compound 5, {[Ag(L)](NO3)(H2O)2}n, has one ligand

molecule, one silver ion, one nitrate anion and two water

molecules per asymmetric unit. The motif of 5 is a 1-D chain in

which silver atoms and ligand molecules alternate, the silver

ion being coordinated with two nitrogen atoms of two

different ligand molecules, similar to the ones observed in 2

(Fig. 15).

The ligand molecules are in the anti-conformation as in 1, 2

and 3. The coordination environment of silver in 5 is similar

to the one in 4. However the angle N–Ag–N is larger, the

distances Ag–N shorter and the Ag–Ag distance longer than

in 4. This is due to a decrease of coordination by the nitrate

anions towards the cations. Indeed, the Ag–O(NO3) distances

are longer on average in 5 than in 4 and the other

compounds.67 The chains are also organized in pairs of chains

as in 4 with the nitrate anions acting as pincers between the

chains (Fig. 16).

Compound 2 is a structural supramolecular isomer of 3

(same Ag–ligand–nitrate system), showing apparently the same

arrangement: 1-D chains, and nitrate anions in-between the

chains. But paradoxically, the structure of 2 is closer to the

structure of 5. Both 1-D motifs are similar, the apparition of

pairs of chains with p-stacking within the pairs, the parallel

stacking of the pairs of chains with other p-stacking and the

overall parallel stacking in order to build the 3-D network are

also very similar (Fig. 17). It seems that the presence of water

molecules in 5 increased the separation between the layers, the

structural changes in 5 and 2 may be compared to the swelling

of clays in case of water infiltration.

It can be thus assumed that the interactions nitrate–water

molecules are responsible for the structural differences in 2

and 5. However, the cell parameters for 5 and 2 do not show

any correlation which means that more than simple water

elimination is necessary to explain the transformation of one

into the other.

In order to get information on the existence of coordination

polymers or oligomers in solution, electrospray-ionization

mass spectroscopy was performed. For instance, with a

solution of compound Ag(L)NO3, 2, in CH3CN at a con-

centration of 0.5 mg mL21, no other species were detected

other than [Ag(CH3CN)]+ and [Ag(CH3CN)2]
+ (149 and 190

m/z respectively). Acetonitrile can easily coordinate to silver

ions and the main species in solution are silver–acetonitrile

complexes. Nevertheless, if we use a solvent mixture of

CH3CN and CH2Cl2 at a ratio 10 : 1, peaks are found at

well identifiable m/z with a good isotopic resolution: 273.2,

[LH]+; 379.1, [LAg]+; 549.9 [LAg2(NO3)]
+; 650.9 [L2Ag]+; 718.6

[LAg3(NO3)2]
+; 821.7 [L2Ag2(NO3)]

+; 990 [L2Ag3(NO3)2]
+;

1161.3 [L2Ag4(NO3)3]
+; 1262.2 [L3Ag3(NO3)2]

+; 1432.6

[L3Ag4(NO3)3]
+ m/z.

Other electrospray ionization mass spectroscopy studies

were performed in CH3CN/CH2Cl2 in order to follow the

evolution of the distribution of the above species in solution as

a function of time and ligand to metal proportion. Solutions

with M2L, ML, ML2 proportions were prepared and measured

just after mixing L and AgNO3, and after 24 h. The results

are shown in Table 9.

Almost all species were found in each solution and at all

times. For each solution, the main species are found whatever

the reaction time: the distribution of the compounds in

the solution is similar at t 5 0 and t 5 24 h. In the solution

M2L, the main species is [LAg2(NO3)]
+ and species containing

more Ag than L are favored; in the solution ML, a more

important variety of species is observed; in the solution

ML2, only compounds [L2Ag]+ and [L2Ag2(NO3)]
+ are

mainly found.
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These results indicate that in all cases oligomeric fragments

of coordination polymers are formed. This is in agreement

with the fact that only the compound {[Ag(L)]NO3}n is

obtained by changing the metal to ligand stoichiometry for

the reaction. Indeed the fact that many species are present

indicates a fast complexation exchange. Additionally, aceto-

nitrile is in concurrence with the pyridine groups of the ligand

for the complexation of silver. The peaks corresponding

to [Ag(CH3CN)]+ and [Ag(CH3CN)2]
+ (149 and 190 m/z,

respectively) are in fact found in the mass spectra.

Whereas measurements of UV-spectra of the above com-

pounds in solution gave not enough information to calculate

formation constants of the various species, a general increase

of luminescence at 409 nm is observed in the solid state for all

compounds, irradiating at 234 nm (Chart 1).

Solvent influence

It has been stated that the 1-D silver coordination polymer

motifs including linear ligands with a poor delocalized

p-system and moderately coordinating counter anions (such

as nitrate) tend to arrange themselves parallel in the structure

and that the coulombic repulsion between the AgI centers

cannot be compensated by a strong face-to-face ligand

stacking or by the coordination of the counter-anions to

silver.43 So, what is the behaviour of L in the AgNO3

coordination polymers when diverse solvent conditions are

applied?

It is worthy of noting that silver nitrate has a different

solubility in the used crystallization solvents, allowing more or

less good solvation of the ions. The comparison of the average

silver–nitrate distances in the solid as a function of the

solubility of the silver salt in the different solvents are shown

on Chart 2.

IR-measurements in solution as well as ES-MS investiga-

tions prove the existence of close AgNO3-aggregates, where

Fig. 17 Structural comparisons between 2 and 5.

Table 9 Resume of the detected peaks (the main peaks are presented
with the relative abundance ratio (%)) for the three tested solutions at
0 and 24H.

M2L ML ML2

0 24 H 0 24 H 0 24 H

[LH]+ ø ø !(2%) ø !(6%) !(11%)
[LAg]+ !(11%) !(7%) !(3%) ø !(1%) !(4%)
[LAg2(NO3)]

+ !(100%) !(100%) !(34%) !(37%) !(18%) !(26%)
[L2Ag]+ ø ø !(9%) !(19%) !(18%) !(69%)
[LAg3(NO3)2]

+ !(52%) !(69%) !(14%) !(37%) !(2%) !(5%)
[L2Ag2(NO3)]

+ !(80%) !(31%) !(100%) !(100%) !(100%) !(100%)
[L2Ag3(NO3)2]

+ !(45%) !(24%) !(30%) !(60%) !(12%) !(19%)
[L2Ag4(NO3)3]

+ !(62%) !(36%) !(18%) !(60%) !(5%) !(7%)
[L3Ag3(NO3)2]

+ ø ø !(2%) !(10%) !(3%) !(3%)
[L3Ag4(NO3)3]

+ !(18%) !(8%) !(7%) !(30%) !(3%) !(4%)
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nitrate is coordinated to the metal ion and even is likely to

act as bridging ligand.78 There is thus a link between these

Ag–O(NO3) distances and the solubility of silver nitrate in the

mother liquor. The worst solvent for silver nitrate in this series

is ethanol and the best is water. This bad solubility of AgNO3

in ethanol can explain the short distances Ag–O(NO3) in the

solid state in 1, and also the existence of the silver nitrate

chains. On the other hand, the good solubility of AgNO3 in

water prevents Ag and nitrate to be so close. According to

these results, it can be said that the solubility seems to be a

major parameter for the crystallization. To the best of the

authors’ knowledge, this dependence has never been outlined

in the literature by showing the variance of distances as a

function of solubility.

However the importance of the solvent choice is known,

without being clearly studied. The solvents are usually

classified in two categories: the coordinating and the non

coordinating ones. In compounds 4 or 5, the solvent molecules

co-crystallize without being cation coordinating solvents. It is

the weak solvation of the anions by the solvent that remains,

resulting in longer Ag–anion distances.

In the literature, numerous examples of silver coordination

polymers with solvent molecules in the first coordination

sphere can be found. The coordinated solvent molecules are

water,37,39,68,80 acetonitrile41,81–87 or methanol.54 Water mole-

cules can be directly coordinated to silver ions even in the

presence of nitrate as counter anion. In {[Ag(1,3-bis(2-

pyridylethynyl)-2-methyl-benzene)(NO3)(H2O)]}n, there are

two crystallographically and chemically different silver

ions: both have a distorted tetrahedral coordination sphere

containing two ligand nitrogen atoms in addition with either

an anisobidentate nitrate anion or a monodentate nitrate

anion and a water molecule.37 This compound grows from a

mixture of a solution of ligand in acetone and a solution of

silver nitrate in water, illustrating the possible competition in

coordination between the water molecules and the nitrate

anions.

Acetonitrile has a favorable affinity toward silver ions in

solution, and is also more easily involved in the coordination

sphere of silver in the resulting coordination polymer

structure. Reger et al. state that if compounds are crystallized

from the coordinating solvent acetonitrile, the anions have

less effect on the structure.84 For instance, the silver ion

has a {AgN(pyridyl)2N(acetonitrile)O(nitrate)2} coordination

sphere in the compound {[Ag(2,29,30-tripyridylamine)

(NO3)(CH3CN)]n.
86 When crystals grow from the mixture

L/AgNO3 in acetonitrile, we do not observe the formation of

such compounds in the solid state. Crystals of 2 do not contain

any acetonitrile molecules.

The used solvents are not the unique important factor but

also the crystallization techniques have to be carefully studied.

The ‘‘H-shaped’’ tubes allow slow diffusion of the reagents,

and mostly the crystals are of better quality than if obtained by

direct mixing. The drawbacks of this technique are the weak

concentration and the non-homogeneous conditions depend-

ing on the localization in the tube. Indeed the crystallization

can occur in one or the other arm, on the fritt if present, at

the solvent/air interface, in the curved part, etc…, where the

concentration and the ratio metal to ligand can be locally

different. However, we always get pure phases during the

direct mixing: 3 crystallizes in a THF/water solution of L and

AgNO3; 2 is obtained in a solution of both reagents in

acetonitrile. The comparison between the diffusion techniques

and the direct self-assembly methods is made by Champness

and Schröder.88 Contrary to our studies, their recommended

method is the diffusion technique because they obtained

mixtures of products with direct methods.

Another solvent influence in the formation of coordination

polymers based on flexible organic ligand is the correlation

between the presence of inclusion solvent molecules in the

structures and the conformation of the ligand. In 4, the

presence of water molecules coincides with the gauche-

conformation. The gauche conformation of L is also observed

in a related copper coordination polymer in the presence of

THF as co-crystallizing solvent.66 However, in 5, water

molecules co-crystallize and the ligand adopts the anti-

conformation. In all other products, the ligand adopts the

anti-conformation as in free L. It can be concluded that the

presence of non-coordinating co-crystallized solvent molecules

may induce the change of conformation of the ligands in the

crystallographic structures from anti to gauche. This confirms

previous findings.69

Chart 1 Emission spectra of 5 (blue) and L (red) (excitation

wavelength: 234 nm).

Chart 2 Average distances Ag–O(NO3) in compounds 1 to 5 as a

function of the AgNO3 solubility.
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Conclusions

The nitrate anion is very flexible in its bridging mode and

strength. It is therefore able to act as bridging ligand between

two silver atoms as in 3 or 2 in which it links several chains

together. It also shows its ability to support a metal–metal

contact in 4 and 5. Its coordination strength can be tuned by

the number of hydrogen bonds in which it can be involved,

with for instance water molecules. Thus, the Ag–O(nitrate)

distances increase with the number of co-crystallizing solvent.

Solvation of the cations and anions of AgNO3 also plays a role

in final Ag–NO3 distances in the products’ crystal structure.

The influence of the solvent has been outlined with different

compounds. A solvent contribution can here be distinguished:

the different solvation of the reagents by the solvent in the

crystallization process. In some cases, the interactions between

solvent molecules and reagents remain in the solid state, like in

1 and 2, and in other cases, solvent molecules co-crystallize, as

in 4, and 5.

Experimental

The synthesis of L has been reported previously.66 Synthesis of

3, 4 and 5 have been described elsewhere.67

{[Ag2(NO3)2(L)]}n (1)

A solution of L (20 mg, 0.07 mmol) in THF (5 mL) is

introduced in one arm of an ‘‘H-shaped’’ tube, a solution of

AgNO3 (12 mg, 0.07 mmol) in ethanol (5 mL) in the other one

(molar ratio 1 : 1). The solutions are frozen in liquid nitrogen

and THF is then layered into the tube in order to bridge the

two reagent solutions. There is a fritt in the linking part of the

tube. The slow diffusion occurs through the THF layer and

the fritt. Crystals of 1 appear after several months at the

interface EtOH/THF. After using some single crystals for

X-ray diffraction, the product is collected. Yield: 4 mg (11%).

This quantity was not sufficient to perform a satisfying

elementary analysis.

{(Ag(L)](NO3)}n 2

Reaction A: Crystals of 2 are obtained at room temperature

from a solution of L (13.6 mg, 0.05 mmol) and silver nitrate

(8.5 mg, 0.05 mmol) in acetonitrile (10 mL) (molar ratio 1 :1 ).

The crystals grow on the glass walls of the beaker at the

solution surface after slow evaporation of the solution. The

colorless crystals are suitable for single crystal X-rays

diffraction and allow the resolution of the crystallographic

structure. Not enough crystals were collected in order to make

further investigations on this sample.

Reaction B: A polycrystalline white powder is obtained from

a mixture of L (60 mg, 0.22 mmol) and AgNO3 (37.5 mg,

0.22 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (a large volume as AgNO3 is less well

soluble in CH2Cl2) (molar ratio 1 : 1). The powder X-ray

spectrum of the compound shows that this polycrystalline

precipitate has the same structure than 2. It is worth noting

that if the molar ratio is changed, the same product is

obtained. Yield: 79 mg (81 %). Analysis calculated for

[Ag(L)NO3]: C 38.03, H 2.74, N 9.50; found C 37.26, H

2.64, N 9.4%. A certain amount of dichloromethane is

adsorbed on the sample. IR (GB, cm21): n(CLO) 1726 s,

n(CLC) 1612 w, n(ArC–C, CLN) 1412 w, n(NO3) 1380–1330 s,

n(C–O) 1272 s, d(ArC–H) 985, 992 (split) m, n(ArC–H) 825 m.

UV-Vis (CH3CN): absorption at 212 and 273 nm. ESI/MS

(CH3CN/CH2Cl2 10/1, m/z): 273.2, [LH]+; 379.1, [LAg]+;

549.9, [LAg2(NO3)]
+; 650.9, [L2Ag]+; 718.6, [LAg3(NO3)2]

+;

821.7, [L2Ag2(NO3)]
+; 990, [L2Ag3(NO3)2]

+; 1161.3,

[L2Ag4(NO3)3]
+; 1262.2, [L3Ag3(NO3)2]

+; 1432.6,

[L3Ag4(NO3)3]
+. FAB (fast atom bombardment) mass

spectroscopy (m/z): [LH]+, [LAg]+, [LAg2NO3]
+ and [L2Ag]+

at, respectively, 273, 379, 550 and 651.
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